Senior eLearning Designer, San Diego
For over 25 years, ScienceMedia Inc has been at the forefront of delivering innovative, multimedia learning
solutions aimed at improving clinical competency across all functional areas in the world's leading life sciences
organizations. ScienceMedia Inc draws on its expert team of clinical writers, instructional designers, and
multimedia artists to produce impactful training on the highest risk areas of a clinical trial. SMi Trial mitigates
clinical risk and decreases trial cost by optimizing study compliance throughout the lifetime of your clinical trial.
SMi Source is a mobile-enabled, cloud-based science education library that provides 16,000+ microlearning
topics and 400+ full courses covering a vast catalog of disease and therapeutic areas.
Change the conduct of clinical trials. Join ScienceMedia Inc to lead the expansion of its clinical training product,
SMi Trial, which trains site personnel on the protocol with effective multimedia, clinical scenarios, and
comprehension measures, resulting in fewer significant protocol deviations, higher quality data, and more
evaluable subjects. SMi Trial reduces costs and shortens clinical trials. This leadership role will expand SMi Trial’s
features, impact, and proof points so that this approach becomes the new normal in the conduct of clinical
trials.
Position Overview:
ScienceMedia is looking for a skilled Senior eLearning Designer to join our growing development team. In this
role, you’ll use your creativity and experience with rapid authoring tools to develop engaging self-paced
eLearning modules for life science topics.
Essential Responsibilities:
• Design, develop, and program eLearning content, according to storyboards written by medical writers,
instructional designers, and subject matter experts
• Review storyboards to give feedback on instructional design and eLearning best practices
• Edit (as necessary) and sync audio narration to onscreen content
• Create, edit, and sync animation, graphics, and video, as needed
• Recognize and address the impacts of changes requested to work product
• Maintain a high-level product that is accurate, error-free, and meets client needs
• Ensure all work is conducted in accordance with the standard company development and validation
processes
• Act as a technical resource for Storyline and other software to resolve complex problems within the
eLearning content development
• Manage time to meet deadlines within the allotted budget hours
Requirements:
• At least 3-5 years of experience developing self-paced course content in rapid authoring software
(Articulate Storyline)
• Strong multimedia and graphic design proficiency using Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash/Animate,
and After Effects
• Strong understanding of HTML5 and developing content accessible on all modern platforms, including
mobile
• Strong understanding of learning management systems, familiarity with SCORM 1.2/AICC a plus
• Excellent communication and time management skills
• Excellent multi-tasking, analytical, and organizational skills
• High attention to detail
• Strong time management skills to meet deadlines

Benefits:
• Competitive base compensation plus bonus and stock options
• PTO & paid holidays
• Company assisted medical and dental insurance coverage
• 401K
• Educational Assistance for continuing education
• Casual dress code
• Teamwork environment
• Quarterly social events
To apply, please send resumes and portfolio links to recruiting@sciencemedia.com.
Job Type: Full-time
Job Location: San Diego, CA

